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Do you want to set up and run a website for free or at an affordable cost? VPS hosting is one of the
best ways to host a website online at affordable cost.  Free VPS hosting and paid hosting are the
two ways in which one can host a website online.

Free VPS hosting is one of the better ways to host a website.  If you're going in for your own server,
the cost will be more in terms of maintenance and man power. You can get certain benefits when
using free VPS hosting services,  like data security, RAM, disk space, excellent up-time, etc. The
only drawback with free VPS hosting is limited disk space and RAM.  Free VPS hosting services are
very useful for small scale businesses. They can upgrade according to their business standards in
future.

Paid VPS hosting is mainly used for huge websites which have more pages and lots of information.
If you're going to have VPS hosting package based on your website size, the bandwidth speed will
be very good. If you have a huge website and choose a less hosting space package, the bandwidth
speed will be less and will also increase the loading time of your web page. If the page loading time
is more, obviously you will lose your customers as well as revenue.

Both Cloud and VPS hosting have some negative factors which we can't ignore. The first factor is
the cost; it varies depending upon the website requirement. As we all know, free web hosting
services  provided packages which enables users to host their website for free. If you're going for
paid hosting plan, you have to pay monthly fee. If you're going for yearly plan, you might get
discounts. It's better to stick to a monthly plan. Because, if you face any problem with the hosting
company, you can change to some other company with similar monthly plans.

Speed is the second important factor which plays a vital role in deciding between free and paid VPS
hosting. If a website takes more time to load the website pages, it is because of bandwidth problem.
Free VPS hosting allows limited bandwidth which results in slow loading of web pages. This
problem usually does not arise with paid hosting because of unlimited bandwidth provided with the
paid hosting plan.

Free VPS hosting restricts the amount of web space for the websites. Paid VPS hosting provides
unlimited web space which is required for the websites. The main drawback for free web hosting is
users are not allowed to use their own domain name. Instead, they are forced to use sub-domain
names. This issue is rectified in paid VPS hosting.

Paid VPS hosting has more advantages compared to free VPS hosting. The free hosting packages
are generally considered by small and medium sized companies who are looking to start their
Internet marketing strategies without any investment. One can enjoy all the requisite features with
paid VPS hosting.
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a Free VPS hosting solutions provide you best performance at affordable cost with solid security to
your data. We have to choose the right company for VPS hosting, one which provides 24 hours
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customer support services.
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